The views expressed below are the personal views of the reviewer and are based on the reviewer’s experience with the completion of Neurocore’s 30-session program. Results will vary. Consumers should not expect to experience the same results.

“I used to stress out over every little thing in my life, always on the go and never let my brain or body relax. My stress levels lead to constant headaches/migraines and trouble sleeping. I can finally handle stress and sleep through the night. I do not worry and stress myself out over the little things. My head pains have decreased significantly, I no longer feel like I’m in a constant fog/dizziness.”

Abbie W.
Grandville Center, December 2017

“Getting him to focus so he could follow thru correctly, anxiety and stress were also very high all the time. He is able to focus and his anxiety and stress seem to be almost nonexistent.”

Brad H.
Livonia Center, December 2017

“My daughter was stressed, anxious and not getting a good night’s sleep. She was also finding herself having more bad days than good days and was depressed. Neurocore assisted my daughter in all 3 areas. She no longer picks at her fingers and has more good days than bad days! Neurocore is committed to serving their customers! They provide excellent customer service!!! You have an amazing team!”

Anonymous
Palm Beach Gardens Center, November 2017

“Anxiety, stress, depression.
My anxiety level and stress levels have decreased significantly. In addition, I am happier. My energy level has increased and my memory is better.”

Anonymous
Holland Center, November 2017

“I would struggle to sleep every night regardless of what I did during the day. Memory loss and stress increase resulted from lack of sleep. I am actually sleepy at night and am able to sleep through the night. Stress levels have decreased and I am struggling less with remembering details, etc.
The staff at Neurocore Grand Rapids was very accommodating, friendly, and helpful! I would recommend the program to everyone.”

Brandee E.
Grand Rapids Center, November 2017

“ADHD, depression/PTSD, anxiety, sleeping, cognitive performance.
I have noticed that my mental, emotional, and physical health has made a HUGE improvement. Neurocore has made a positive impact on my life and I am very satisfied with my results. I am doing very well in school and my social life has expanded making new friendships and relationships with others.”

Katherine M.
Grandville Center, October 2017

“Depression (big time) for a few years. no
“Wanted to work on ways to cope with
“Lots of general anxiety about day to day
“Depression (big time) for a few years, no sleep, stressed out! Unhappy with life and the life I was creating for my wife and kids. Wanting to “end” it all. Didn’t have the desire to be alive anymore.

I feel great! I feel like a new person. I enjoy life a lot more! I know how to cope and manage all the things that were dragging me down…Thanks Marque!

Give it a try…set your pride aside and do it…you won’t be sorry!! Everyone was easy to deal with. Very professional. Top notch!!!

Nazih H.
Sterling Heights Center, September 2017

“Wanted to work on ways to cope with stressful situations, and deal with my generalized anxiety. A lot less stressful. I feel like I’m more able to deal with difficult/unpleasant situations and less hard on myself. My mood has improved also.

Really great stuff. Everyone very helpful and friendly. Answered all my questions.”

Anonymous
Sterling Heights Center, September 2017

“Lots of general anxiety about day to day issues… Much more relaxed, less worried about daily stress, overall better outlook.”

Anonymous
Grandville Center, August 2017

“Strong anxiety, sleep problems, overall stress was hard to manage. I am able to divert my attention away from anxious thoughts much more easily now after treatment, as well as control stress levels. Clinicians are very informative, helpful, understanding and kind and do the best they can to help everybody.”

Carter S.
West Bloomfield Center, August 2017

The views expressed above are the personal views of the reviewer and are based on the reviewer’s experience with the completion of Neurocore’s 30-session program. Results will vary. Consumers should not expect to experience the same results.

Schedule an Assessment
Just fill out the form and we’ll be in touch to schedule an assessment.
Or call 855.823.0153 to talk to a team member.
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Last Name *
Email *
Mobile Phone *
Best Contact Time *
Preferred Center Location *
Program of Interest *
How did you hear about us? *
Comments
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Submit
Neurocore makes no claims that it can cure any conditions, including any conditions referenced on its website or in print materials, including ADHD, anxiety, autism, depression, traumatic brain injury, post-traumatic stress disorder, migraines, headaches, stress, and sleep disorders. If you take prescription medications for any of these conditions, you should consult with your doctor before discontinuing use of such medications.